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Native Trails Expands Popular
Copper Kitchen Sink Collection with Cocina 30
An instant design classic, Cocina 30 is available in showrooms June 1
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF. (Jan. 1, 2016) – Native Trails, the eco-chic company renowned for its
luxurious artisan-made kitchen, bath and lifestyle products, announces a new size in its collection of
undermount kitchen sinks. Cocina 30, a new member of its Cocina Series of copper kitchen sinks,
answers the call for the 30” standard kitchen sink. Available in two distinct finishes – Antique and
Brushed Nickel – the new design arrives in showrooms June 1, 2016.
Cocina 30 is forged of high-quality recycled copper and crafted by
artisans to bring out the rich patina of the hand-hammered copper.
The sink features a 30-inch single bowl, a standard size in many
kitchens, while its undermount installation allows for maximized
counter and workspace. This heirloom sink is designed to last for
generations.
Cocina 30 in Antique copper is priced at $2,095; Brushed Nickel is
$2,798. (Dimensions: OD 30” X 18.5” X 10” | IN 27” X 15.5” X 9.5”)
“Customers today want hard-working pieces for the kitchen that
don’t require them to sacrifice timeless style and design. Cocina
30 delivers on both those promises,” said Naomi Neilson Howard,
founder and CEO of Native Trails. “Cocina 30 is a highly desirable
size that allows homeowners to showcase the beautifully unique
attributes of hand-hammered copper.”
Copper’s versatility is shown in its ability to be formed, stretched
and hammered into sheets without breaking. Sinks made from
hand-hammered copper bring beauty and character to a space
while also speaking to the culture and heritage of the artisans who
crafted them.
For 20 years, Native Trails has worked directly with artisans in
Mexico to develop copper items for the home collaborating with the design team at Native Trails,
sustaining this tradition and showcasing handmade craftsmanship while honoring the company’s
commitment to sustainability. A video on the coppersmithing process is available here.
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Beyond the distinctive texture and magnificent coloration, recycled copper is extraordinary in the field of
sustainability. Less energy is used to recycle the material than to extract, mine or originally produce it,
and copper is one of the few materials in the world that retains its performance even with repeated
recycling.
To learn more about Native Trails and its kitchen sink offerings, visit http://www.nativetrails.net/kitchen/.
About Native Trails
Native Trails, now celebrating its 20th anniversary, is the premier source for luxury functional art in the
kitchen, bath and home. Offering inspired design, Native Trails is best known for hand-hammered,
recycled copper sinks and bathtubs. Its artisan-made product lines have grown to include
groundbreaking NativeStone® concrete sinks, vanities made of reclaimed and FSC-certified woods,
range hoods, furniture, and a range of home decor products.
Headquartered in San Luis Obispo, Calif., Naomi Neilson Howard founded Native Trails in 1996 and
serves as the company’s chief visionary and CEO. The company ships its award-winning, sustainable
products to more than 1,300 showrooms across the U.S. and Canada, while its global website
(NativeTrails.net) offers sales beyond North America. Select pieces have also been featured in several
television series, including the last two seasons of the popular HGTV and W Network show, Property
Brothers.
For further information, contact Native Trails at (800) 786-0862 or visit the company on Twitter,
Facebook, Pinterest and Houzz.
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